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1. Kurose & Ross, Chapter 3, pp. 301-303:

(a) P33.

(b) P38.

2. Kurose & Ross, Chapter 4, pp. 424-426:

(a) P22.

(b) P23, part (a).

(c) P24. The problem states “Consider the distance vector algorithm. . .” This means: compute each
step of the distance vector algorithm, i.e., showz’s full distance-vector table at each iteration
until the algorithm terminates.

(d) P27.

(e) P29.

3. CSMA/CD Let A andB be two stations attempting to transmit on an Ethernet. Each has a steady
queue of frames ready to send;A’s frames will be numberedA1, A2, and so on, andB’s similarly.
Let T= 51.2µs be the exponential backoff base unit. SupposeA andB simultaneously attempt to
send frame 1, collide, and happen to choose backoff times of 0x T and 1 xT , respectively, meaning
A wins the race and transmitsA1 while B waits. At the end of this transmission,B will attempt to
retransmitB1 while A will attempt to transmitA2. These first attempts will collide, but nowA backs
off for either 0 xT or 1 xT , while B backs off for time equal to one of 0 xT , . . ., 3 x T .
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(a) Give the probability thatA wins this second backoff race immediately after this first collision;
that isA’s first choice of backoff timek x 51.2 is less thatB’s.

(b) SupposeA wins this second backoff race.A transmitsA3, and when it is finished,A andB

collide again asA tries to transmitA4 andB tries once more to transmitB1. Give the probability
thatA wins this third backoff race immediately after the first collision.

(c) Give a reasonable lower bound for the probability thatA wins all the remaining backoff races.

(d) What then happens to the frameB1?

This scenario is known as the Ethernetcapture effect.

4. Switches and forwarding The figure shows four nodes –A, B, C, andD – connected via a switch.

Suppose the switch has a forwarding table that can hold 10 entries, and when it needs to add a new
entry it evicts the oldest entry to make room. Assume A has been compromised by an attacker, after
which B starts communicating with C. Suppose B sends 10 frames to C every second at a steady rate,
and whenever C receives two of these frames, it sends a singleframe in response (so it sends 5 frames
every second, at a steady rate). No frames are lost or corrupted.

(a) On how much of B’s communication with C can A eavesdrop (i.e., is it able to see the traffic)?
Explain why. Consider both directions of the communication, and assume the switch starts with
an empty forwarding table.

(b) If A is able to reprogram the MAC address of its NIC, how canit use this to eavesdrop on more
traffic? What must it do to maximize the amount of traffic it cansee, and what proportion of the
total communication between B and C does that amount to?

(c) Suppose instead A wishes to disrupt the communication between B and C. If it can reprogram
the NIC’s MAC address, how could A do this? How many frames must it send?
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5. The Complete Life of a Web Page Fetch.

In the above figure, you connect your laptop via Ethernet to a local area network. Hosts on the LAN
have IP addresses out of the 141.9.8/24 block, with a corresponding netmask of 255.255.255.0. For
each host, the diagram shows its MAC address and its IP address. (We use shortened MAC addresses
of just 3 digits to make them easier to write down.) Your laptop’s MAC address is2:4:6. It initially
doesnot have an IP address, though once it acquires one, it will be 141.9.8.21.

You typehttp://www.youtube.com into your browser’s URL line and hit return. Back comes the
YouTube home page.

Describeall of the messages (IP packets, and link-layer Ethernet framesfor messages that are not
transmitted using IP) sent and received by your laptop. Number the packets in the order they are sent
or received, and for each give:

• Source MAC and IP addresses, if any.

• Destination MAC and IP address, if any.

• Transport protocol and flag bits (e.g., TCP SYN), if any.

• Description of the message carried in the packet.

• For data packets, the sender’s CWND (in terms of MSS-sized packets), as applicable.

For example, here is how we might describe the tail end of an SMTP session during which your laptop
sends mail to a server running on the same machine as the DNS server in the diagram (your laptop
has already acquired an IP address and both hosts know the MACaddress of the other):
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1. laptop -> DNS
src MAC 2:4:6, IP 141.9.8.21 ; dst MAC 5:5:5, IP 141.9.8.2
TCP data, "QUIT" + ack of prev. msg, CWND=6

2. DNS -> laptop
src 5:5:5, 141.9.8.2 ; dst 2:4:6, 141.9.8.21
TCP data, "221 closing" + ack of prev. msg, CWND=5

3. laptop -> DNS (same addresses)
TCP FIN + ack of prev. message, beginning of close handshake

4. DNS -> laptop (same)
TCP FIN + ack of FIN, both sides closed

5. laptop -> DNS (same)
TCP ACK of FIN, termination handshake complete

In addition to needing to acquire an IP address, assume:

• No packets are lost.

• Your laptop’s DNS cache is empty.

• Your laptop’s ARP cache is empty.

• For any other host your laptop communicates with, its cachesare already populated with any
necessary information. (For example, any request you make to the DNS server can be answered
without the server making any further requests.)

• The HTTP request fits in a single packet, but the reply requires four packets. You can describe
the request as just “HTTP GET” (no need to describe details or headers) and the replies as
“HTTP REPLY 1” . . . “HTTP REPLY 4”.

• All TCPs use delayed acknowledgments (ack-every-other) and standard congestion control (in-
cluding the MSS*MSS/CWND version of Congestion Avoidance,as applicable).

• DNS requests are made using UDP.
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